
The Elms School, Colwall, Ledbury 

Triathlon & Tetrathlon 

Sunday 3rd October 2021 

Eighteen Beaufort Tetrathletes set forth for The Elms Tri & Tet and duly made their mark 

contesting all categories with great success.  This event runs all four phases on a compact 

school site.  Condensing activity into one day makes for the ultimate test and all those  

families who competed should be congratulated for taking on this challenge.  The Elms 

offers ride courses which are ideal for those starting out on their Tet journey and those 

moving up to a new level.  Although not large, the jumps are spooky and still require  

accomplished riding and steering. 

BEANIES 
Elsa L: Three Beanies had a very early start and made their way to The Elms for a day of fun 
and laughter. First up was the Beanbag throwing where all three did fantastically well with 
a great score of 880 for Archie F. Next up was the run phase where again all three were up 
there in a huge class of 40+ competitors. Milo L scored 863 with a super-speedy run!  
Finally all three arrived in the warm up ring for the riding phase with smiles and shouts of 
“Good Luck!” to each other. They all did themselves proud with Isla F scoring the maximum 
1400 with a fabulous round.  

Their determination 

and hard work earned 

them Team 6th along 

with their team mate 

for the day from the 

Ludlow Pony Club. A 

great result for our 

little tetrathletes! 



TADPOLES 
Matt L: It was Sunday the 3rd October and time for the annual day of organised chaos at 
the Elms School Tetrathlon and Triathlon.  
A small, but elite group of Tadpoles, or “Intros” as they were called here, assembled at a 
time that can only be described as “too early”, ready to shoot.  
Edward C got the ball rolling with solid 760 to put him high up the leader board in the boys 
Tetrathlon.  
Lucy C shot a wonderful 800 to get her day off to a great start.  
In the Triathlon, Charlie M and Hector A-L had to first teach their parents how to load (no 
self loading) before they shot. Then Charlie shot 200 to open his account. Hector managed 
to shoot a PB and a rare 1000. Well done Hector! When asked about his achievement he 
stated “ It was all down to the loading”.  

Hector (left) and Charlie preparing to shoot in the Tri 



Phase one done. On to the swimming!!!!!!  

Lucy C bettered her shoot score with a fine 820 and Edward C did the same with a 883 to 

keep them both nipping at the heels of the leaders in the Tetrathlon. Hector, whom I’m  

assuming, must have had his Weetabix, managed another PB with 922 and Charlie swam 

hard to be just behind with a brilliant 817. Fantastic effort by all !!  

After the swim is when the day, recently described by one of the Beaufort’s own range 

officers as “ The Longest Day of your Lives”, gets interesting if your doing the full Tet. Do I 

run or ride ? With children, parents, horses going all over the place somehow everyone 

managed to ride and run at some point. In no particular order. At no particular time.  

Edward C powering to a clear round and 1400 points  





Above: Lucy riding brilliantly  

All four Intros ran hard earning good points to add to the totals. Then we waited. ………… 

When the results came in Lucy picked up a fantastic team 3rd place in the Tetrathlon  

Edward C 2nd team and 2nd individual Tetrathlon . Brilliant Charlie M Individual 5th and 

Team 1st Triathlon.  Amazing Hector A-L Individual 1st, Best shoot, Best swim, Team 1st 

Triathlon. Good day at the office! Great results but what was even better was the team 

spirit. Everyone cheered on everyone And everyone gave it their all.  

Big thanks to the Elms for hosting a fun day  

MINIS 

Anna R: After the torrential downpours the previous day we were blessed with clear and 

sunny skies as the Minis set out with intent and shot some great scores. There was a 

handful of PBs with Dottie R getting the best shoot (960). 

 

The swim followed in a similar vein - the pool a shorter one so reaching the end of a 

length happening more quickly than usual boosted these girls spirits and led to some  

superb scores; notably Holly R’s 1000+ score.  

 

Scores after the first two phases were incredibly close so it was all to play for in the final 

stages of the day.  



The run phase did cause a couple of our runners some navigational problems but all got 

round in one piece with Tensie getting the fastest time in the group.  

Evie Murdoch must be mentioned for her gutsy ride; taking on her first Mini Tetrathlon and 

getting maximum points on her pony Molly.  

It was also German girls Lizzie and Graces first tetrathlon for BHPC, with both girls riding 

beautiful clears.  

There was a tense wait for the final results and in all honesty it could have been anyone’s 

day with only 75 points separating the top 3. Lizzie and Evie’s team finished team 3rd with 

Evie individual 5th and the other Beaufort team of Tensie (Indiv 3rd) Holly (Indiv 2nd) 

Grace and Dottie (Indiv 1st) coming out as eventual winners.  

A great day, managed superbly by Sean R.  

What was notable about this mini gang was the way they cheered each other on and  

supported each other throughout the day.  Nervous swimmers were eased by pep talks 

and sprint finishes were applauded by team mates.  

 

In the Mini Boys class Laurie AL and Sebby F made up a mixed branch team with James 

from West Warwickshire.  Both put in excellent shoots for 860 (Laurie) and 880 (Sebby).  

Sebby’s outstanding swim of 132m won him best Mini in the pool . Similarly Laurie’s  

excellent run of 3m 30 secured him the winners medal in that phase.  

On to the ride where Laurie was able to capitalise on his excellent Tri score with a 1400 

ride on Truffle to win the class.  Sebby had a lovely round taking a lower course option.  

The team secured 2nd place. 







JUNIORS 

The Junior Girls team of Georgia G, Skye W and Izzy C along with Zetland member Cecily 

got off to a great start in the shoot phase.  Best Shoot for Izzy on 920, Skye close behind on 

900 and Georgia with 800. 

In the swim phase Georgia recorded the best Junior swim on 189m. Izzy was only 5m  

behind on 184m.  

Fiona W: The 3 girls squeezed their run in during a gap in the Minis so they didn't have to 

wait till after ride.  Georgia ran fantastically, overtaking Skye but that prompted a lovely 

little race at the end. Skye needed the farrier with 150m to go when her trainer came off 

but still kept going....They all rode brilliantly with very confident rounds over a typically 

small Junior course.  Izzy had an unlucky glance off a narrow fence but set up better and 

jumped it perfectly second time.  Georgia and pony looked very confident and Skye on her 

first ride with the legend that is Paddy also looked very confident and she even managed to 

get on him off the ground while he was in reverse mode, slightly slipped to the side in  

process but got back in the plate just in time for the last fence.... 

A great individual win for Georgia, Izzy 2nd and Skye 4th.  The team were victorious.  Well 

done girls! 

Well done to the Beaufort Tetrathlon Team. Next 

stop the Curre PC Tri on 14th November. 


